CAREER SERVICE BOARD, CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, STATE OF COLORADO
Appeal No. 40-13A

DECISION AND ORDER

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF:
ROBERT STRAUCH,
Petitioner,

vs.
DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY, DENVER SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT, and the City and County
of Denver, a municipal corporation, Agency,
Respondent.

In the early morning hours of Wednesday, March 27, 2013, Appellant Robert Strauch
( ..Appellant" or "Strauch") was driving to work for his 3:40 a.m. shift at the Downtown Denver
detention center. Driving southbound on Interstate 25, while entering a construction zone. a Jeep
passed him at a high rate of speed. cut in front of him and then braked suddenly. Obtaining
speeds up to ninety five miles per hour (95 m.p.h.). Appellant chased. eventually caught up to,
and pulled alongside of the rude driver. rolled down his window and yelled at the driver. The
driver responded with what was probably intended to be an obscene gesture and sped off.
Both vehicles ended up stopped on the Colfax viaduct exit ramp. Strauch. having
stopped behind the Jeep. flashed his lights. He then exited his vehicle and approached the Jeep·s
driver. As he was nearing the vehicle. he said something to the driver. Claiming that he thought
the driver was reaching for something in the vehicle, Strauch ran toward the driver. restrained his
right arm and punched the driver in the face. The driver was not combative during this
exchange. The Jeep started moving forward which caused Strauch to release his grip on the
driver. Strauch. who is not POST 1 certified, then pulled his service weapon and fired eight shots
at the truck as it was leaving the scene. At the time he shot. he did not know whether he had
struck the driver and did not know whether anyone else was in the vehicle.
Strauch called the police and reported an ..officer involved shooting:· The police
responded with 20 people within a minute. They closed the Colfax viaduct and a portion of
Interstate 25 for several hours. They issued an all points bulletini for the shot-at Jeep. Overall.
extensi ve regional resources were expended to find the vehicle and its driver. One person was
Peace Olliccr Standards and Training
Rclcrrcd to as a BOLO (Be On 1hc Lookout)

incorrectly detained. The Denver Post wrote an article about the incident. Police followed up on
numerous leads. The DPD Homicide Unit investigated and took the time to issue a lengthy
report.
The Denver Sheriff's Department (..DSD" or ''Agency..) investigated the matter and
brought charges against Strauch which resulted in his discharge. Strauch appealed his discharge
to a Hearing Officer. The Hearing Officer. in addition to finding the specific facts noted above.
determined Strauch had engaged in a high speed chase, was experiencing road rage. effectuated a
traffic stop, and was unjustified in striking and then shooting at the driver of the Jeep. The
Hearing Ollicer also found that Strauch, during significant portions of his testimony, was not
credible and that Strauch"s expert witness was not convincing. Ultimately, the Hearing Officer
affirmed the Agency" s discharge of Strauch.
Strauch liled a timely Petition for Review. In that Petition, Strauch alleges that the
Hearing Officer· s decision: (I) involved an erroneous interpretation and mischaracterization of the
law and issues on appeal: (2) involved an erroneous interpretation of the Career Service Rules: (3) is
not supported by the evidence: and (4) is of a precedential nature involving policy concerns that
have an unfavorable impact beyond the matter at hand. After reviewing the record and the
arguments of the parties, we affirm the Hearing Officer·s decision.
Strauch first argues that the Hearing Officer misinterpreted Career Service Rule I6-60L when he
applied it (and the departmental mies and regulations referenced in the disciplinary letters) to his
misconduct which was committed while off duty. CSR 16-60L states:
Failure to observe written departmental or agency regulations,
policies or rules. When citing this subsection, a department or
agency must cite the specific regulation. policy or rule the
employee has violated.

We find nothing in this rule which limits its scope strictly to on-duty conduct. Further. we refuse
to hold. as the thrust of Appellant's argument would imply. that off-duty conduct may never
violate any Agency·s work rules. 3
Strauch claims it is unfair to charge him under I6-60L because it deprives him of the
..procedural safeguards'' provided by CSR 16-6Ithrough operation of CSR 16-60P. CSR l6-60P
allows an appointing authority to [impose discipline?] upon an employee for being charged with
or convicted of a crime:
Conviction of or being charged with a crime. Prior to imposing
discipline under this subsection, the department or agency shall
follow the guidelines contained in subsection 16-61.
CSR 16-6 I provides as follows:
-' Similarly.a tier reviewing the individual departmental policies. we agree with the Agency that the Hearing Ollicer
did nol err. and interpreted those policies properly. \\hen he applied them lo Appellant 's conduct in this case.

Contemplating or Imposing Discipline on an Employee Convicted of or Charged
with a Crime (Revised September 9. 20 I0; Rule Revision Memo 46C)
After notification that an employee has been charged with or convicted of a crime.
the appointing authority shall follow the guidelines described below:
A. If an employee has been charged with a crime, before imposing discipline. the
department or agency must determine there is a preponderance of evidence
demonstrating that the employee engaged in the conduct which forms the factual
basis for the crime with which the employee is charged. The department or
agency must also consider: the nature and type of the conduct which supports the
charge; the nature of the position the employee holds in the City and the
relationship of the position lo the facts underlying the charge; and the impact of
the facts on the employee·s ability to perform the position.
B. If an employee has been convicted of a crime, before imposing discipline, the
department or agency must consider: the nature and type of crime for which the
person has been convicted; the facts underlying the crime; the nature of the
position the employee holds in the City and the relationship of the position to the
crime: the impact of the facts on the employee's ability to perform the position;
and any evidence of rehabilitation.
C. Conviction of a crime or the facts underlying a charged crime may be grounds
for any form of discipline outlined in this Rule 16, up to and including dismissal.
As the plain language of CSR I6-61 indicates. this rule only comes into play when an
employee has been charged with a crime ( 16-61 A) or convicted of a crime ( 16-61 B). 1lowever.
as Strauch points out he was neither charged with nor convicted of a crime. Thus. this mle is
inapplicable lo the case at hand. We do not understand CSR I 6-60P to necessarily encompass all
conduct which conceivably could be considered criminal in nature. rather. it pertains only to
conduct which has resulted in the employee being charged with or convicted of a crime. As
such. the Agency was never in a position to contemplate disciplining Strauch for being convicted
of or charged with a crime. Consequently, the Agency was never required to engage in or offer
the procedural safeguards Strauch claims he was denied.
Strauch also refers us to our prior decision in Clwve: v. Denver Sher!ffs Depanmenl, et
al.. at pp. 2 (February 24. 2009) in which we held that whenever a City employee is disciplined
for a violation or law. the analysis required by CSR 16-61 should apply regardless of whether
CSR I6-60P or some other rules violation is alleged. However. Chavez is distinguishable on its
focts and does not control here.
First. we note that in Chavez. the employee was actually charged with a crime. ll is not
disputed that this is not the case here. In addition. while Agency·s discipline letter and the I!caring
Officer's decision reference portions of the Criminal Code. those references were not to criminal
conduct. or alternatively. played no part in the I !earing Officer· s decision. For example. C.R.S. 18-1703 ( Use of Physical Force - special relationship). 18-1-704 ( Use of Physical Force in del'ense of a
person). and 18-1-707 ( Use or Pl1ysical Force in making an arrest or in preventing escape) are

essentially definitional, explaining the circumstances under which use of force is reasonable. These
statutes impose no penalties and prohibit no activities. Moreover, although C.R.S. 18-8-803 (Use of
excessive force) could be read to implicate criminal behavior, the Hearing Officer found that this
..violation.. had not been proven. As such, it played no part in the Hearing Officer·s ultimate
decision to uphold the dismissal of the Appellant.
Further. unlike in Chavez where the employee was alleged to have driven while
intoxicated off duty and not in uniform, in the instant case, we cannot say that the misconduct
was facially totally unrelated to the job. In the instant case. the Hearing Officer determined that
Strauch used his uniform to assist him in effectuating a tratlic stop.°' It is also undisputed that
Strauch fired his service weapon. a weapon he would not have been carrying and would have had
no right to discharge but for his employment as a Denver Deputy Sheriff. We also note. as the
Hearing Otlicer found. that after shooting at the Jeep eight times. Strauch called the police to
report an ,;officer involved shooting." Thus. Strauch, himself. believed he was acting as a peace
officer,5 something he could claim only as a result of his employment as a Denver Deputy
Sheriff. Throughout the course of this incident, Strauch employed the trappings of his
employment. We cannot say. therefore, that Strauch's conduct. on its face, was so separate from
his employment as to require the application of CSR 16-60P. In sum. we believe the Hearing
officer did not err when he considered the Departmental charges brought against Strauch in the
absence of a CSR 16-60P charge and the procedures required by CSR 16-61.
Strauch next argues that there is insufficient evidence in the record to support the I tearing
Officer·s conclusion that he engaged in an incident of road rage. We disagree. The Hearing
Officer's decision contains seven pages of findings and conclusions in support of his ultimate
finding that Appellant engaged in an incident of road range.6 We have reviewed the record and
find ample support there for the Hearing Officer's factual findings. In addition, some of those
factual findings are based on the Hearing officer having made credibility determinations
concerning witness testimony. We cannot and do not make credibility determinations. nor
subsitutue our judgment in this regard for that of the Hearing Officer. In addition. we believe the
conclusions the Hearing Officer drew from his factual findings are reasonable.
Strauch also claims that the Hearing Officer erred when he failed to credit the testimony
of his use of force expert. 7 The Hearing Officer is empowered to reject testimony he finds to be
not persuasive or not credible. In this case. he found Strauch·s expert (Commerce City Police
~ Strauch argues that the I-tearing Officer improperly reached this conclusion in that he did not engage in fact

linding, but instead. simply assumed the truth ofan inference made by the Agency. We do not read the Hearing
Onicer's decision in the same way. It is plain to us that the I-tearing Officer engaged in proper foct finding
consistent with a tie 1101·0 hearing, and came to the same conclusion as did the Agency, that is. that Appellant
effectuated a traffic stop. The Hearing Officer's ..agreemenf' with the Agency was not a blind adoption of its
inference. but a wrinen aftirmation of his agreement with the conclusion. The lindings and analysis found at pages
5 through 8 of the I-tearing officer's decision arc reasonable and supponed by record evidence .
.s II makes no difference that Strauch was not actually a peace ollicer because he lacked POST cenilication. I le did
not repon the shooting as a .. regular.. citizen.
'' I-tearing Otlicer"s Decision. pages 2·8.
7
While not an issue tor appeal. we question whether the use of a ..use of force·· cxpen was even proper in this case.
Since the question to be determined was whether Strauch's admitted use or force was within dcpanmental policy.
we are concerned about the wisdom and appropriateness of someone outside of the dcpanment opining on.
essentially. either the meaning and intent of DSD policy, or what DSD policy ought to be.
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officer Mark Douglas) to be not persuasive. The Hearing Officer was not persuaded by
Douglas·s testimony because the Hearing office determined that Douglas based much of his
opinion on the Strauch's interpretation of events. which the Hearing Otlicer found to be
unreasonable. In other words, the Hearing Officer found that the expert had based his opinions
upon unreliable evidence, supplying valid grounds for rejecting the expert's opinion.
In addition, we must not lose sight of the fact that the expert offered only an opinion and
nothing more.9 1l1e Hearing Officer. on the other hand, found numerous facts supported by the
record which led him to conclude Strauch's use of force (both the palm strike to the face of the
Jeep driver and the eight fired shots) was unreasonable and not consistent with departmental
10
policy. Whether such use of force would have been reasonable under other circumstances is
irrelevant.. As such, the Hearing otlicer did not err in failing to credit the testimony of
Appellant·s expert.
Strauch urges us to reject the Hearing oflicer"s linding that he violated CSR 16-602 (Conduct
Prejudicial). We decline.
Strauch claims the Hearing Officer erred in finding that: (I) there was press coverage that
was potentially damaging to the Agency's image: (2) Appellant stopped and contacted a citizen: (3)
Appellant caused extensive resources to be used by other non-City agencies: (4) caused the detention
of an innocent civilian·• ( Decision. pp.9-10), and erred in concluding such facts amounted to a
violation of CSR 16-602.
First, we note that the Hearing Officer did not find that publicity amounted to damage to the
Agency. In making his finding, the Hearing Officer referenced only the investigation of the incident.
the issuance of the BOLO, the search for the Jeep and the detaining of an innocent civilian as
grounds for sustaining this charge. (Decision. p. 19) The record supports these lindings and
conclusions.
We do. however, believe that Appellant's ill-advised. unaulhorized foray into the world of
early morning tratlic policing caused the City harm. if in no other way than forcing the expenditure
of unnecessary resources. We believe the Hearing Officer was perfectly justified in concluding that
~ He also found that portions of his testimony carried undesirable policy implications (See Hearing Officer's

Decision p. 13. n. 3).
•>Appellant.in his briet: refers to the testimony of his expert as ··unrebutted.'' Given that Deputy Manager ofSalety
Vigil testified that Appellant's use of force was unreasonable. we do not think the ··unrebutted.. characterization is
accurate. Further. we find it curious that Appellant criticizes Vigil"s testimony in pan. claiming that he cannot
persuasively testify regarding the use of force because he is not an expert in that he is not and never has been POST
certified. Strauch alternatively uses POST ccrtilication s a sword and a shield. On one hand. he claims that he
cannot be guilty of certain misconduct because he is not POST certified and. therefore. cannot be held to standards
imposed on POST certified peace officers. On the other hand. he claims that he did not engage in misconduct
because his actions were in conformance with POST certilied standards. Strauch. apparently. wants the
..protections.. of POST certification and training when he believes they militate in his favor. and. simultaneously.
r~jects conduct standards applicable to POST certified ol1icers when they uppcar to work against him. Regardless.
the question before us today is whether the Hearing Officer erred when he determined that Appellant violated city
and agency rules and regulations.
111
Strauch admitted that a palm heel strike to the face in an attempt to distract the driver of the Jeep is not an
approved technique in Denwr (I tearing Otlicer decision. p. 7): while Strauclfs expert admitted that he did not know
Denver's policy on palm heel strikes to the face (Id.• n.2).

the issuance or a BOLO, the search for a vehicle, an unnecessary investigation, the presence of 20
police offers on scene when they could have been performing other tasks. and the detention of an
innocent civilian 11 amounted to harm to the city which could have been avoided had Appellant not
chosen to engage in the actions detailed above.
The evidence as found by the Hearing Officer supports this charge. Further. we do not see the
Hearing Ofticer·s application of the evidence to the charge and his conclusions about that evidence to
be a misinterpretation of the rule. While we acknowledge that Appellant disagrees about the
evidence as found by the Hearing Officer and the conclusions reached, the foct that Appellant
believes a different conclusion should have been reached does not constitute am isinterpretation of
the rule.
Finally, Strauch claims that the Hearing Officer erred in applying departmental use of force
policies to his actions, because he was off duty at the time. As we have discussed above. given
Strauch's use of his uniform to effectuate the stop. given his use of his service weapon to shoot at the
Jeep driver and given his report of an ·'otlicer involved shooting.'' we tind no error in the application
of the alleged rules violations to Strauch's --off duty" conduct.

For the reasons stated above. the I !earing Officer's decision is AFFIRMED.
SO ORDERED by the Board on July 3, 2013 2014. and documented this 17th day of July. 2014.

BY THE BOARD:

Colleen M. Rea
Chair (or Co-Chair)

Board Members Concurring:

Colleen M. Rea, Esq.
Patti Klinge
Derrick Fuller
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The I-fearing orticer did not lind. as suggested by Strauch. that there ,ms any other harm to the city occasioned by
the detention of the innocent civilian other than the necessary cxpcn<liture of time and resources to dlcctuate same.

